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Q.  Refer to CNOC reply comments regarding Telecom Notice of Consultation 2013-80 


dated 11 April 2013.  In paragraph 56 it was submitted that now that the DOCSIS 3.0 


specification is mature, it my make sense to eliminate the second-level modem 


requirement for any modem that is compatible with DOCSIS 3.0 or lower level DOCSIS 


specification.  Indicate whether or not the cable companies agree with this view and 


provide the rational in support of your position. 


 


A.   The Cable Carriers do not agree with CNOC’s arguments that the adoption of the 


DOCSIS 3.0 specification within cable networks supports elimination of second-level 


modem testing for Third Party Internet Access (TPIA).  CNOC’s arguments highlight a 


significant misunderstanding of the relationship between the CableLabs DOCSIS 3.0 


certification process and cable carrier second-level modem testing. 


The certification process undertaken with CableLabs to recognize a modem as being 


DOCSIS compatible and compliant is a base level test and constitutes first-level modem 


testing.  CableLabs works with modem vendors to undertake this testing within their 


labs to ensure a modem meets their DOCSIS standards to perform in an acceptable 


manner and communication with other DOCSIS certified devices and equipment.  


CableLabs completes the testing on behalf of vendors in accordance with the DOCSIS 


conformance checklist and interoperability testing requirements developed by 


CableLabs.   The Cable Carriers are not involved in first-level testing and CableLabs 


does not complete tests based on any specific cable network design.   


DOCSIS certification through CableLabs is a minimum standard for all modems to be 


used on a DOCSIS compliant cable network.  This ensures that the modems have met 


basic criteria to ensure interoperability with other DOCSIS compliant equipment 


deployed within the cable network. Often, it is only the original software/firmware 


version that receives actual DOCSIS testing, other intermediate versions may not.   
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Second-level testing is the second step in the modem testing process and involves 


testing of the specific hardware and firmware with the unique provisioning, operations 


and customer support systems and tools of the individual Cable Carrier to meet 


standards for operability, security, interference, authentication and network harm.  


Although, CableLabs can certify a modem as DOCSIS specification compliant within 


their testing lab, they cannot replicate the unique network infrastructure, device 


configuration, traffic loads and provisioning systems that exist in each cable carrier 


network.   Testing the modem over the Cable Carrier specific network is what second-


level modem testing is designed to complete and it has little relation to the CableLabs 


DOCSIS specification or its maturity within the industry. 


Second-level modem testing remains a critical step in introducing new modems within 


the cable network.  Cable companies always perform second level testing of every 


hardware and firmware version of a modem that is deployed by them in their own 


network.  The Cable Carriers treat themselves exactly as they do TPIA customers when 


a new modem is considered for deployment.   Cable Carriers have rejected modems 


that they had intended to deploy themselves for failing to pass second-level testing.  


It has been the Cable Carriers’ experience that many modems submitted by third parties 


are off shore devices that have yet to be used in North America.  As requirements vary 


by jurisdiction some devices allow for a more open platform that does not meet 


Canadian security standards. One example was a specific modem that had SNMP read 


write unsecured thereby completely exposing the devices. 


It is important to understand that every cable network is different and includes a unique 


ecosystem of devices that all work together in the network, including all other cable 


modems already deployed.  Although each Cable Carrier may have deployed DOCSIS 


certified network equipment, each combination is different depending on the carrier and 


its network topology.  Each Cable Carrier also deploys proprietary provisioning and 


system software that controls and monitors modems on its network.   This software will 


set modem profiles and monitor security settings.   This is critical on a cable network 
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because, as CNOC allude to within its comments, the cable network is a shared 


resource.   Modem profiles ensure customers are receiving only the service upload and 


download speeds they are paying for and not impacting other customers.  Security 


settings ensure that modems are not deployed on the network in a manner that allows a 


customer to view or capture personal information from other traffic on the network.  


Security settings are also important to protect the network from malicious attacks from 


hackers. 


Because of a cable networks shared design a single errant device on the network can 


also impact all customers and services on the network.  For example, the signal from an 


unauthorized or non-compliant device can ingress into the cable network impairing 


Internet, phone and cable services for hundreds of customers served from a single 


node.  The ingress signal will degrade services until the unauthorized device is located 


and disconnected from the cable network.  By then customers could have been without 


critical services for several hours.  In addition and very importantly, disruption to the 


network from an errant device can affect other services on the Cable Carriers’ networks 


such as home phone service and 9-1-1 functionality.  


The above example is an extreme case but remains a significant risk to cable network.  


A more common example would be a modem that is simply not functioning properly 


within the network.  Cable modems must exchange signals to communicate properly 


within the network.  If a modem – or series of modems – is not functioning in a 


coordinated fashion with all other modems on the network it will adversely impact all 


traffic flowing on the network resulting in degraded services for all customers throughout 


the cable network.  Second level testing involves testing for interoperability with 


company-specific, customer support tools.  A modem that does not operate properly 


with customer support tools can cause misdiagnosis of problems and unnecessary truck 


rolls and costs. 


As with any network, a device must undergo interoperability testing on the specific 


network to ensure proper functionality and security is achieved.  The CableLabs 
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DOCSIS certification is a base-level requirement set by CableLabs and undertaken by 


equipment vendors.  Second-level testing done by the Cable Carriers to ensure the 


device will function appropriately and in a secure manner in the particular network 


topology.  Without second-level testing there is no guarantee that a device will function 


properly in the network and we run the risk of harming the cable network, degrading 


services received by all customers on the network and compromising the security of 


personal information flowing over the network. 
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